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ELEMENT ADJUSTMENT FOR A BREATHING CIRCUIT

FIELD

[0001] The present technology relates generally to the respiratory field. More

particularly, the present technology relates to a breathing circuit. In greater specificity, this

technology involves element adjustment for a breathing circuit. In further detail, the

technology involves adjusting a position of a heating wire within a breathing circuit.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In general, a breathing circuit is an assembly of components which connects a

patient's airway to a machine creating an artificial atmosphere, from and into which the

patient breaths. For example, the machine may be a ventilator and the components may be

a series of tubes. When the ventilator pushes air through a tube to a patient, the air is

heated by a heating wire positioned within the tube. Different types of breathing circuits

accommodate different flow rates of air. Sometimes during treatment, a caregiver needs to

alter the breathing circuit to accommodate a different flow rate of air for the patient. In this

situation, the caregiver replaces the breathing circuit being used with a different breathing

circuit. This is a very costly procedure for a hospital because the hospital must stock a

variety of breathing circuits for different patient needs.



DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0003] Figure 1 is a perspective view of a wire adjuster within a limb in a bending

position, according to one embodiment of the present technology.

[0004] Figure 2 is a perspective view of a wire adjuster within a limb in a sprung position,

according to one embodiment of the present technology.

[0005] Figure 3 is a perspective view of a pushing device pushing a wire adjuster,

according to one embodiment of the present technology.

[0006] Figure 4 is a perspective view of a wire adjuster within a limb approaching a

projection, according to one embodiment of the present technology.

[0007] Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a method for adjusting a position of a heating wire

within a limb of a breathing circuit, according to one embodiment of the present

technology.

[0008] Figure 6 is a block diagram of a wire adjuster within a limb of a breathing circuit,

according to one embodiment of the present technology.

[0009] The drawings referred to in this description should not be understood as being

drawn to scale unless specifically noted.



DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0010] The discussion will begin with an overview of the general use of breathing circuits

and the limitations associated therewith. The discussion will then focus on embodiments

of the present technology that provide a wire adjuster for adjusting a position of a heating

wire within a limb of a breathing circuit.

OVERVIEW

[001 1] Breathing circuits are utilized to deliver such medical support as air and anesthetics

from a machine that creates an artificial environment to a patient via tubes. Breathing

circuits are used in surgical procedures. For example, in a most general case, breathing

circuits comprise an inspiratory limb running from a ventilator to a patient and an

expiratory limb running from the patient back to the ventilator. The ventilator pushes air

through the inspiratory limb to reach the patient. The patient inhales this pushed air and

exhales air into the expiratory limb.

[0012] If the air is cold when the patient inhales it, the patient's body works hard to try to

warm up the air for ease of breathing. Thus, breathing circuits are designed with heating

wires positioned within the interior of at least the inspiratory limb. If a heating wire is

positioned within the inspiratory limb such that the heating wire stretches the full length of

the inspiratory limb, then all of the air moving through the inspiratory limb becomes

heated. Thus, the air arriving from the inspiratory limb into the patient's mouth is also well

heated.

[0013] However, if the heating wire is positioned such that it stretches for only two thirds

of the way towards the patient's mouth while within the inspiratory limb, then the heated

air that travels the final section of the inspiratory limb to the patient's mouth has time to



cool off. This is especially true if the flow rate of the air being pushed by the ventilator is

low. However, if the air being pushed by the ventilator is moving at a fast rate, then this

air retains much of its heat since the cooling off time as the air moves through the unheated

sections is relatively minimal.

[0014] If the heating wire within the inspiratory limb is positioned too close to the patient's

mouth while the air is moving at a fast rate, then the heated air may be too hot and scorch

the patient during inhalation. On the other hand, if the heating wire within the inspiratory

limb is positioned too far away from the patient's mouth while the air is moving at a slow

rate, then the air may be too cool for the patient, thereby causing the patient's body to work

harder to heat up the air.

[0015] Thus, a variety of breathing circuits exist that provide a desired temperature of

heated air to the patient while also applying a desired rate of air flow to the patient. If it is

determined that a patient needs a high rate of air flow during treatment, but is currently

using a breathing circuit that only accommodates a low rate of air flow, the caregiver must

disengage the breathing circuit from the patient and replace it with an appropriate breathing

circuit. For example, the caregiver may decide that there is a need to increase the flow rate

of air to 5L/min from 2L/min. The caregiver would change the breathing circuit to one that

has a heating wire that is positioned to be father from the patient.

[0016] Thus, the hospital must stock a variety of breathing circuits to accommodate

patients' breathing needs during surgical treatment. More particularly, a hospital may have

to stock a large number of different breathing circuits in advance of performing services for

the patient. Thus, the current method of exchanging one breathing circuit for another

during treatment is costly for the caregiver.

[0017] Embodiments of the present technology provide a device for adjusting a position of

a heating wire within a breathing circuit to accommodate a different flow rate of air. The



device may be pushed from one position to another in a first direction within the limb. In

one embodiment, the limb comprises one or more projections and one or more depressions

relative to the projections on its interior surface. A flexible arm of the device engages with

the projections and depressions by bending inwards or expanding into a more relaxed

position as the flexible arm moves over the projections and depressions, respectively.

[0018] For example, the flexible arm is pushed inwards by the projection as the flexible

arm is pushed by the projection and through the limb. The flexible arm expands into a

more relaxed position from its bent position as it moves over depressions while being

pushed through the limb.

[0019] In a further embodiment of the present technology, while the device is in a more

relaxed state than its immediately previous bent position caused by moving over a

projection, an outer corner of the flexible arm is held in place by the just circumvented

projection. While the device is locked in place by the projection, the projection blocks the '

device from moving backwards. However, the device may still be pushed through the

limb, as it may still bends inward to overcome any further projections positioned along the

pathway of the first direction. In one embodiment, the device may be pushed to a

predetermined position according to instructions encoded on the limb.

[0020] The following discussion will begin with a description of the structure of the

components of the present technology. This discussion will then be followed by a

description of the components in operation.

Structure

[0021] With reference now to 100 of Figure 1, a perspective view of a wire adjuster 101

within a limb 104 is shown. In this embodiment, a wire adjuster 101 for adjusting a

position of a heating wire 102 within a limb 104 of a breathing circuit is shown.



[0022] In one embodiment, the wire adjuster 101 comprises a flexible arm 106 configured

for engaging a surrounding wall 10 of an interior flow passage 112 of the limb 104 and a

wire receiver 118 configured for releasably securing the heating wire as the wire adjuster is

movably engaging with the surrounding wall 10. The flexible arm 106 and the wire

receiver 118 are coupled with each other. In one embodiment, the flexible arm 106 is

positioned at a first end 108 of the wire adjuster 101 and the wire receiver 118 is positioned

at a second end 120 of the wire adjuster 101.

[0023] Figure 2 is a perspective view of a wire adjuster 101 within a limb 104 in a sprung

position, according to one embodiment of the present technology. Thus, with reference to

Figure 1 and to Figure 2, in one embodiment the flexible arm 106 comprises a bending

component 114 and a springing component 202. Of note, the flexible arm 106 may be of

any shape that enables bending and the ability to spring back.

[0024] In one embodiment, the bending component 114 is configured for movably

engaging with the surrounding wall 110 by bending inwards 112 at a resistance region 115

of the surrounding wall 1 0 as the wire adjuster 101 is pushed through the interior flow

passage 112 in a first direction 116. More specifically, while the bending component 114

moves along that interior flow passage 112 in a first direction, it engages with the

surrounding wall 110. Engagement with the surrounding wall 110 includes being in

contact with portions of the surrounding wall 110.

[0025] For example, the bending component 114 makes contact with a resistance region

115, a projection 402 (of Figure 4) or any resisting points. The resistance region 115 is an

area along the limb 104 that includes a ridge, projection, etc. at which the end portion of

the flexible arm 106 must bend inwards 112 in order to pass by the passable obstacle. For

example, the ridge provides resistance to the flexible arm 106 that is overcome by the



adjuster wire 101 being pushed through the limb 104. Due to the flexibility of the bending

component 114, the flexible arm 106 bends inwards as it passes over a projection 402.

[0026] In one embodiment, the springing component 202 is configured for immovably

engaging with the surrounding wall 110 by springing open 204 at a release region 206 of

the surrounding wall 110 until a sufficient pushing force is applied to the wire adjuster 101

while being pushed in the first direction 116 through the limb to activate the bending

component 114. For example, the springing component 202 engages with the surrounding

wall 110, without moving. Thus, the springing component 202 is in contact with the

surrounding wall 110 .

[0027] In this situation, the springing component 202 is resting within a release region 206

of the limb 104. The release region 206 is an area in which there is a depression along the

surrounding wall 110 of the interior flow passage 12. The depressions may be a result of

a corrugated design, in which there are ridges and troughs. In another embodiment, the

depressions may be a result of a design with projections spaced a predetermined distance

apart form each other. The depression may actually only be a depression relative to the

prior projection. Thus, it should be appreciated that the design of the limb 104 and its

interior portions, such as a surrounding wall 110 of an interior flow passage 112, affects the

functioning of the wire adjuster 101.

[0028] In other words, in one embodiment, an end portion 136 of the flexible arm 106 is

configured for immovably engaging with an inner surface of a trough on the surrounding

wall 110, wherein a portion of the limb 104 is of a corrugated design. In another

embodiment, an end portion 136 of the flexible arm 106 is configured for immovably

engaging with a projection 402 (of Figure 4) on the surrounding wall 110.

[0029] Referring still to Figures 1 and 2, in one embodiment, the wire receiver 118

comprises a first inner surface 122 defining a first wire latching region 124. The first wire



latching region 124 is configured for holding an end portion 126 of the heating wire 102 as

the wire adjuster 101 is movably engaging with the surrounding wall 110. In one

embodiment, the first inner surface 122 is an inner curvature. In another embodiment, the

first inner surface 122 may be a block-shape inner surface 122. In one embodiment, the

end portion 126 of the heating wire 102 is looped. In another embodiment, the end portion

126 of the heating wire 102 is hook-shaped.

[0030] In yet another embodiment, the first wire latching region 124 is an area of space

that is defined by a shape of a hook. It should be appreciated that the first wire latching

region 124 may be any shape that accommodates retaining any element that may be pushed

through the interior flow passage 112 with the wire adjuster 101, such as a heating wire

102.

[0031] Referring still to Figures 1 and 2, in one embodiment, the flexible arm 106

comprises a second inner surface 128 defining a second wire latching region 130 that is

open to the first wire latching region 124. The second wire latching region 130 is

configured for holding the heating wire 102 as the springing component 202 immovably

engages with the surrounding wall 110.

[0032] For example, as the springing component 202 is sprung open 204 as far as it can go

into the release region 206, the springing component 202 is engaging with the surrounding

wall 110 through contact. The springing component 202 is also remaining substantially

stationary because a sufficient force is not being applied to the wire adjuster 101 to move

the wire adjuster 101 (and hence the bending component 114 of the flexible arm 106) over

the next immediate resistance region 115 (or projection 402 of Figure 4). By substantially

stationary, it is meant that the springing component 202 may be slightly moving due to a

very minimal force being applied in the first direction 116 upon the wire adjuster 101.

However and as explained, this force is not enough to cause the bending component 114 to



activate and therefore bend inwards 1 2 in order to pass by the resistance region 1 5 (or

projection 402 of Figure 4).

[0033] In one embodiment, a wire tension component produces a tension in the heating

wire 102 such that during the operation of the wire adjuster 101, the heating wire 102 is

always being pulled at a minimal force in the first direction 116. Thus, if the springing

component 202 is immovably engaging the surrounding wall 110 in the release region 206,

the built-in tension in the heating wire 102, being pulled in the first direction 116, will

cause the heating wire 1 2 to spring to a position such that it becomes at least temporarily

hooked in the second wire latching region 130.

[0034] Figure 3 is a perspective view of a pushing device pushing a wire adjuster 101,

according to one embodiment of the present technology. Referring now to Figures 1-3, in

one embodiment, the wire receiver' 118 comprises an outer edge 134 configured for being

pushed upon by a pushing surface 302 of a pushing device 304 with a force that moves the

wire adjuster 101 through the interior flow passage 112. While pushing device 304 is

shown in Figure 3 with a specific outline, it should be appreciated that a pushing device

may be any means by which the wire adjuster 101 may be pushed through the interior flow

passage 1 2 of the limb 104.

[0035] In one embodiment, and still referring to Figures 1-3, the outer edge 134 is flat.

While in another embodiment, the outer edge 1 4 has a grooved surface that is compatible

with the pushing surface 302 of the pushing device 304.

[0036] Figure 4 is a perspective view of a wire adjuster 101 within a limb 104 that is

approaching a projection 402, according to one embodiment of the present technology.

Referring now to Figure 4, in one embodiment, the flexible arm 106 has a pre-activation

diameter 404 that is greater than a diameter 409 of the wire receiver 118. The pre-

activation diameter 404 is measured from a center line 406 of the wire adjuster 101 to the



outer most points 407a and 407b of the flexible arm 106. This design enables the wire

adjuster 101 to move through the interior flow passage 112 without the wire receiver 1 8

interrupting the functioning, as described herein, of the flexible arm 106.

[0037] In one embodiment, Figures 1 and 2 show a device for movably securing a heating

wire 102 within a limb 104, that is an inspiratory limb. In one embodiment, the device is a

wire adjuster 101 with a flexible arm component 106 coupled with a wire receiver 118.

[0038] In one embodiment, the flexible arm 106 is positioned at a first end 108 of the wire

adjuster 101 and configured for unlocking and locking in response to contact with a

resistance and a release region, 115 and 206, respectively, on a surrounding wall 110 of an

interior flow passage 112 of the inspiratory limb 104.

[0039] In one embodiment, the unlocking comprises bending inwards 1 2 at the resistance

region 115 as the flexible arm 106 passes over the resistance region 115 while being

pushed through the inspiratory limb 104. In one embodiment, the locking comprises

springing open 204 at the release region 206 until a sufficient pushing force is applied to

the flexible arm 06 while being pushed in the first direction 116 through the interior flow

passage 112 to activate the unlocking.

[0040] In one embodiment, the wire receiver 118 is positioned at a second end 120 of the

wire adjuster 101. In one embodiment, the wire receiver 118 is configured for receiving an

end portion 126 of the heating wire 102 and moving the heating wire 102 a distance in

response to being pushed in the first direction 116.

[0041] Figure 6 is a block diagram of a wire adjuster 101 within a limb 104 of a breathing

circuit, according to one embodiment of the present technology. Referring now to Figures

1, 2 and 6, in one embodiment, a wire adjuster 101 for adjusting a position of an element

within a limb 104 of a breathing circuit comprises an interior wall engaging portion 602

coupled with an element receiving portion 606. The interior wall engaging portion 602 is



configured for engaging a surrounding interior wall 604 of the limb 104. In one

embodiment, the element receiving portion 606 is configured for releasably securing the

element as the wire adjuster 101 is movably engaging with the surrounding interior wall

604, such that the wire adjuster 101 can be used to selectively locate an element within the

limb 104 of the breathing circuit. In one embodiment, the element is a heating wire 102.

In one embodiment, the interior wall engaging portion 602 comprises a flexible arm 106

positioned at the first end 108 of the wire adjuster 101, the flexible arm 106 configured for

engaging a surrounding interior wall 604 of the limb 104.

[0042] Referring still to Figures 1, 2 and 6, in one embodiment, the element receiving

portion 606 comprises a first inner surface 122 defining a first wire latching region 124, as

described herein. Whereas, and as described herein, the flexible arm 106 comprises a

bending component 114, a spring component 202 and a second inner surface 128 defining a

second wire latching region 130.

[0043] Thus, embodiments of the present technology provide for a single breathing circuit

to deliver air, anesthetics, etc. to a patient, regardless of the airflow rate that is required.

The present embodiments of the breathing circuit significantly reduce hospital costs

associated with storing a variety of breathing circuits for patient use.

Operation

[0044] Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a method for adjusting a position of a heating wire

102 within a limb 104 of a breathing circuit, according to one embodiment of the present

technology. Referring now to Figures 1, 2, 3 and 5, at 502, a wire adjuster 101 is pushed

through a limb 104 of a breathing circuit. In one embodiment and as described herein, the

wire adjuster 101 is pushed via a pushing device 304 similar to that outlined in Figure 3. In



one embodiment and as described herein, the wire adjuster 101 comprises a flexible arm

106 coupled with a wire receiver 118.

[0045] In one embodiment and as described herein, the flexible arm 106 comprises a

bending component 114 and a springing component 202. In one embodiment and as

described herein, the wire receiver 118 comprises a first inner surface 122 defining a first

wire latching region 124.

[0046] At 504, the wire adjuster 101 is pushed through the limb 104 according to pushing

instructions visible on the limb 104. These pushing instructions 104 may be a color code,

written instructions, and any number of indications that inform/teach the user how far to

push the wire adjuster 101 through the interior flow passage 112.

[0047] All statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments of the

invention as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to encompass both structural

and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is intended that such equivalents

include both currently known equivalents and equivalents developed in the future, i.e., any

elements developed that perform the same function, regardless of structure. The scope of

the present invention, therefore, is not intended to be limited to the exemplary

embodiments shown and described herein. Rather, the scope and spirit of present

technology is embodied by the appended claims.

[0048] All elements, parts and steps described herein are preferably included. It is to be

understood that any of these elements, parts and steps may be replaced by other elements,

parts and steps or deleted altogether as will be obvious to those skilled in the art.

[0049] Broadly, this writing discloses an adjuster for adjusting an element within a

breathing circuit.

[0050] In greater detail, this writing discloses a wire adjuster for adjusting a position of an

element within a limb of a breathing circuit. The wire adjuster comprises an interior wall



engaging portion configured for engaging a surrounding interior wall of said limb and an

element receiving portion coupled with the interior wall engaging portion, wherein the

element receiving portion is configured for releasably securing the element as the wire

adjuster is movably engaging with the surrounding interior wall, such that the wire adjuster

can be used to selectively locate an element within the limb of the breathing circuit.



CONCEPTS

[0051] This writing has disclosed at least the following concepts.

Concept 1. A wire adjuster for adjusting a position of a heating wire within a limb of a

breathing circuit, said wire adjuster comprising:

a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said wire adjuster, said flexible arm

configured for engaging a surrounding wall of an interior flow passage of said limb, said

flexible arm comprising:

a bending component configured for movably engaging with said

surrounding wall by bending inwards at a resistance region of said surrounding wall

as said wire adjuster is pushed through said limb in a first direction; and

a springing component configured for immovably engaging with said

surrounding wall by springing open at a release region of said surrounding wall

until a sufficient pushing force is applied to said wire adjuster while being pushed

through said limb in said first direction to activate said bending component;

a wire receiver coupled with said flexible arm and positioned at a second end of

said wire adjuster that is opposite said first end, said wire receiver configured for releasably

securing said heating wire as said wire adjuster is movably engaging with said surrounding

wall.

Concept 2 . The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said wire receiver comprises a first

inner surface defining a first wire latching region, said first wire latching region configured

for holding an end portion of said heating wire as said wire adjuster is movably engaging

with said surrounding wall.

Concept 3. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said flexible arm comprises a second

inner surface defining a second wire latching region that is open to said first wire latching

region, said second wire latching region configured for holding said heating wire as said

springing component immovably engages with said surrounding wall.

Concept 4 . The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said end portion of said heating wire

is looped.

Concept 5. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said end portion of said heating wire



is hook-shaped.

Concept 6. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said wire receiver comprises an outer

edge configured for being pushed upon by a pushing surface of a pushing device with a

force that moves said wire adjuster through said interior flow passage.

Concept 7. The wire adjuster of Claim 6, wherein said outer edge is flat.

Concept 8. The wire adjuster of Claim 6, wherein said outer edge has a grooved surface

that is compatible with said pushing surface of said pushing device.

Concept 9. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein an end portion of said flexible arm is

configured for immovably engaging with an inner surface of a trough on said surrounding

wall, wherein a portion of said limb is of a corrugated design.

Concept 10. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein an end portion of said flexible arm is

configured for immovably engaging with a projection on said surrounding wall.

Concept 11. The wire adjuster of Claim 10, wherein said flexible arm has a pre-

activation diameter, measured from a center line of said wire adjuster to the outer most

points of said flexible arm, that is greater than a diameter of said wire receiver.

Concept 12. A device for movably securing a heating wire within an inspiratory limb,

Said device comprising:

a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said device and configured for

unlocking and locking in response to contact with a resistance and a release region,

respectively, on a surrounding wall of an interior flow passage of said inspiratory limb,

said unlocking comprising bending inwards at said resistance region as said flexible arm

passes over said resistance region while being pushed through said inspiratory limb, said

locking comprising springing open at said release region until a sufficient pushing force is

applied to said flexible arm while being pushed in said first direction through said

inspiratory limb to activate said unlocking;

a wire receiver coupled with said flexible arm and positioned at a second

end of said device, said wire receiver configured for receiving an end portion of said



heating wire and moving said heating wire a distance in response to being pushed in said

first direction.

Concept 13. The system of Claim 12, wherein said wire receiver comprises:

a first inner surface defining a first wire latching region, wherein said device is

configured for holding said end portion of said heating wire at said first wire latching

region as said device is in an unlocking position.

Concept 14. The device of Claim 12, wherein said flexible arm comprises a second inner

surface defining a second wire latching region that is interior to said device, said second

wire latching region being configured for holding said heating wire as said flexible arm

immovably engages with said surrounding wall.

Concept 15. The device of Claim 12, wherein said end portion of said heating wire is

looped.

Concept 16. The device of Claim 12, wherein said end portion of said heating wire forms

a wire receiver.

Concept 17. The device of Claim 12, wherein said wire receiver comprises an outer edge

configured for being pushed upon by a pushing surface of a pushing device with a force

that moves said device through said inspiratory limb.

Concept 18. The device of Claim 12, wherein an end portion of said flexible arm is

configured for immovably engaging with a projection on said surrounding wall.

Concept 19. The device of Claim 12, wherein said flexible arm has a pre-activation

diameter, measured from a center line of said device to the outer most points of said

flexible arm, that is greater than a diameter of said wire receiver.

Concept 20. A method for adjusting a position of a heating wire within a limb of a

breathing circuit comprising:

pushing a wire adjuster through a limb of a breathing circuit, said wire adjuster

comprising:



a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said wire adjuster, said flexible arm

configured for engaging a surrounding wall of an interior flow passage of said limb, said

flexible arm comprising:

a bending component configured for movably engaging with said

surrounding wall by bending inwards at a resistance region of said surrounding wall

as said wire adjuster is pushed through said limb in a first direction; and

a springing component configured for immovably engaging with said

surrounding wall by springing open at a release region of said surrounding wall

until a sufficient pushing force is applied to said wire adjuster while being pushed

in said first direction through said limb to activate said bending component;

a wire receiver coupled with said flexible arm and positioned at a second end of

said wire adjuster that is opposite said first end, said wire receiver comprising:

an inner surface defining a first wire latching region, said first wire latching

region configured for holding an end portion of said heating wire as said wire

adjuster is movably engaging with said surrounding wall.

Concept 21. The method of Claim 20, further comprising:

pushing said wire adjuster through said limb according to pushing instruction

visible on said limb.

Concept 22. A wire adjuster for adjusting a position of an element within a limb of a

breathing circuit, said wire adjuster comprising:

an interior wall engaging portion configured for engaging a surrounding interior

wall of said limb; and

an element receiving portion coupled with said interior wall engaging portion,

wherein said element receiving portion configured for releasably securing said element as

said wire adjuster is movably engaging with said surrounding interior wall, such that said

wire adjuster can be used to selectively locate an element within said limb of said breathing

circuit.

Concept 23. The wire adjuster of Claim 22, wherein said interior wall engaging portion

comprises:

a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said wire adjuster, said flexible arm

configured for engaging a surrounding interior wall of said limb.



Concept 24. The wire adjuster of Claim 23, wherein said flexible arm comprises:

a bending component configured for movably engaging with said surrounding

interior wall by bending inwards at a resistance region of said surrounding interior wall as

said wire adjuster is pushed through said limb in a first direction; and

a springing component configured for immovably engaging with said surrounding

interior wall by springing open at a release region of said surrounding interior wall until

a sufficient pushing force is applied to said wire adjuster while being pushed in said first

direction to activate said bending component.

Concept 25. The wire adjuster of Claim 22, wherein said element receiving portion

comprises:

a first inner surface defining a first wire latching region, said first wire latching

region configured for holding an end portion of said heating wire as said wire adjuster is

movably engaging with said surrounding interior wall.

Concept 26. The wire adjuster of Claim 23, wherein said flexible arm comprises:

a second inner surface defining a second wire latching region that is open to said

first wire latching region, said second wire latching region configured for holding said

heating wire as said springing component immovably engages with said surrounding

interior wall.

Concept 27. The wire adjuster of Claim 22, wherein said element is a heating wire.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A wire adjuster for adjusting a position of a heating wire within a limb of a

breathing circuit, said wire adjuster comprising:

a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said wire adjuster, said flexible arm

configured for engaging a surrounding wall of an interior flow passage of said limb, said

flexible arm comprising:

a bending component configured for movably engaging with said

surrounding wall by bending inwards at a resistance region of said surrounding wall

as said wire adjuster is pushed through said limb in a first direction; and

a springing component configured for immovably engaging with said

surrounding wall by springing open at a release region of said surrounding wall

until a sufficient pushing force is applied to said wire adjuster while being pushed

through said limb in said first direction to activate said bending component;

a wire receiver coupled with said flexible arm and positioned at a second end of

said wire adjuster that is opposite said first end, said wire receiver configured for releasably

securing said heating wire as said wire adjuster is movably engaging with said surrounding

wall.

2. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said wire receiver comprises a first inner

surface defining a first wire latching region, said first wire latching region configured for

holding an end portion of said heating wire as said wire adjuster is movably engaging with

said surrounding wall.



3. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said flexible arm comprises a second inner

surface defining a second wire latching region that is open to said first wire latching region,

said second wire latching region configured for holding said heating wire as said springing

component immovably engages with said surrounding wall.

4. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said end portion of said heating wire is

looped.

5. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein said end portion of said heating wire is hook-

shaped.

6 . The wire adjuster of Claim , wherein said wire receiver comprises an outer edge

configured for being pushed upon by a pushing surface of a pushing device with a force

that moves said wire adjuster through said interior flow passage.

7 . The wire adjuster of Claim 6, wherein said outer edge is flat.

8. The wire adjuster of Claim 6, wherein said outer edge has a grooved surface that is

compatible with said pushing surface of said pushing device.

9. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein an end portion of said flexible arm is

configured for immovably engaging with an inner surface of a trough on said surrounding

wall, wherein a portion of said limb is of a corrugated design.

10. The wire adjuster of Claim 1, wherein an end portion of said flexible arm is



configured for immovably engaging with a projection on said surrounding wall.

11. The wire adjuster of Claim 10, wherein said flexible arm has a pre-activation

diameter, measured from a center line of said wire adjuster to the outer most points of said

flexible arm, that is greater than a diameter of said wire receiver.

12. A device for movably securing a heating wire within an inspiratory limb, said

device comprising:

a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said device and configured for unlocking

and locking in response to contact with a resistance and a release region, respectively, on a

surrounding wall of an interior flow passage of said inspiratory limb, said unlocking

comprising bending inwards at said resistance region as said flexible arm passes over said

resistance region while being pushed through said inspiratory limb, said locking

comprising springing open at said release region until a sufficient pushing force is applied

to said flexible arm while being pushed in said first direction through said inspiratory limb

to activate said unlocking;

a wire receiver coupled with said flexible arm and positioned at a second end of

said device, said wire receiver configured for receiving an end portion of said heating wire

and moving said heating wire a distance in response to being pushed in said first direction.

13. The system of Claim 12, wherein said wire receiver comprises:

a first inner surface defining a first wire latching region, wherein said device is

configured for holding said end portion of said heating wire at said first wire latching

region as said device is in an unlocking position.



1 . The device of Claim 12, wherein said flexible arm comprises a second inner surface

defining a second wire latching region that is interior to said device, said second wire

latching region being configured for holding said heating wire as said flexible arm

immovably engages with said surrounding wall.

15. The device of Claim 12, wherein said end portion of said heating wire is looped.

16. The device of Claim , wherein said end portion of said heating wire forms a wire

receiver.

17. The device of Claim 12, wherein said wire receiver comprises an outer edge

configured for being pushed upon by a pushing surface of a pushing device with a force

that moves said device through said inspiratory limb.

18. The device of Claim 12, wherein an end portion of said flexible arm is configured

for immovably engaging with a projection on said surrounding wall.

19. The device of Claim 12, wherein said flexible arm has a pre-activation diameter,

measured from a center line of said device to the outer most points of said flexible arm,

that is greater than a diameter of said wire receiver.

20. A method for adjusting a position of a heating wire within a limb of a breathing

circuit comprising:

pushing a wire adjuster through a limb of a breathing circuit, said wire

adjuster comprising:



a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said wire adjuster, said flexible arm

configured for engaging a surrounding wall of an interior flow passage of said limb, said

flexible arm comprising:

a bending component configured for movably engaging with said

surrounding wall by bending inwards at a resistance region of said surrounding wall

as said wire adjuster is pushed through said limb in a first direction; and

a springing component configured for immovably engaging with said

surrounding wall by springing open at a release region of said surrounding wall

until a sufficient pushing force is applied to said wire adjuster while being pushed

in said first direction through said limb to activate said bending component;

a wire receiver coupled with said flexible arm and positioned at a second end of

said wire adjuster that is opposite said first end, said wire receiver comprising:

an inner surface defining a first wire latching region, said first wire latching

region configured for holding an end portion of said heating wire as said wire

adjuster is movably engaging with said surrounding wall.

21. The method of Claim 20, further comprising:

pushing said wire adjuster through said limb according to pushing instructions

visible on said limb.

22. A wire adjuster for adjusting a position of an element within a limb of a breathing

circuit, said wire adjuster comprising:

an interior wall engaging portion configured for engaging a surrounding interior

wall of said limb; and

an element receiving portion coupled with said interior wall engaging portion,



wherein said element receiving portion configured for releasably securing said element as

said wire adjuster is movably engaging with said surrounding interior wall, such that said

wire adjuster can be used to selectively locate an element within said limb of said breathing

circuit.

23. The wire adjuster of Claim 22, wherein said interior wall engaging portion

comprises:

a flexible arm positioned at a first end of said wire adjuster, said flexible arm

configured for engaging a surrounding interior wall of said limb.

24. The wire adjuster of Claim 23, wherein said flexible arm comprises:

a bending component configured for movably engaging with said

surrounding interior wall by bending inwards at a resistance region of said

surrounding interior wall as said wire adjuster is pushed through said limb in a first

direction; and

a springing component configured for immovably engaging with said

surrounding interior wall by springing open at a release region of said surrounding

interior wall until a sufficient pushing force is applied to said wire adjuster while

being pushed in said first direction to activate said bending component.

25. The wire adjuster of Claim 22, wherein said element receiving portion comprises:

a first inner surface defining a first wire latching region, said first wire latching

region configured for holding an end portion of said heating wire as said wire adjuster is

movably engaging with said surrounding interior wall.



26. The wire adjuster of Claim 23, wherein said flexible arm comprises:

a second inner surface defining a second wire latching region that is open to said

first wire latching region, said second wire latching region configured for holding said

heating wire as said springing component immovably engages with said surrounding

interior wall.

27. The wire adjuster of Claim 22, wherein said element is a heating wire.
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